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Security Operations Services (SOC) 
Optimization Value To Business 
 

SOC optimization reflects the maturity, 

sustainability and efficiency of SOC. It helps 

scaling security operations services within your 

organization on an Operational, Tactical and 

Strategical Levels to help reduce business risk.  
 

Why Optimize SOC?  

Financial Aspect 
The value of SOC optimization to business depends 
on the scope of project, business needs and a few 
other variables. 

Reports by Ponemon Institute, Accenture, Deloitte 
suggest that on an Operational Level, inefficient SOC 
may cost your business an extra $6M per annum 
when compared with an optimized SOC. On a Tactical 
Level, certain preventative actions may lead to a 
reduced data breach cost by $3.5M or a cost increase 
by nearly $2M. On a Strategical Level, an optimized 
SOC value starts from $1M and can quickly scale to 
multi-million U.S. Dollars annually taking into 
account improved cyber resilience and reduced SOC 
turnover cost.  

 

Business Alignment & Technical Aspect 
As a SOC provider, why should you care about SOC 
optimization? As a SOC client, how can you be sure 
that you are receiving a high quality SOC service? 

Your SOC is your business risk dashboard. From a 
technical perspective, SOC provides timely detection 
against potential attacks and threats. Typically, 
organizations aim to equip their SOC with the best 
security platforms and the most dedicated and 
talented people. However, very often the 
investments into technology solutions are not being 
utilized to its full potential. Or, for example, 
technology may have been incorrectly set up which 
creates an alert fatigue causing the burnout and 
stress for your SOC team. This could increase your 
SOC turnover and pose a challenge to attract the top 
caliber talent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The technology is crucial for successful SOC, 
however, it’s people who operate technology and 
make the decisions behind the screens. There is not 
much use to your organization if your SOC talent are 
tired or stressed or spend too many man-hours 
performing administrative tasks required for heavy 
technical reports on a monthly basis. SOC is way 
more than that! SOC that is operating on a Strategical 
Level is a great data mine ready to generate not only 
security metrics, but also business risk indicators thus 
helping with more precise decision making at C-Level. 

Such approach offers transversal support on a 
Technical, Operational and Strategic Levels for SOC 
providers and clients alike through data 
management, identification of risk and escalation of 
services, as necessary. This makes Security 
Operations Services a trusted risk advisor at the 
Board level by providing access to valuable business 
risk indicators.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. The key of SOC optimization is through the 

identification of the vital signs of your SOC from the 

Operational and Strategical Levels. 

 

According to Ponemon, you could save up 
to 82% of the costs associated with the 
cybersecurity lifecycle.  
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Why those challenges were not resolved earlier?  
The primary challenge within SOC optimization 
focuses on the daily prevention and detection of data 
breaches. Nobel Prize psychology researchers 
Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons found in their 
experiment called ‘The Invisible Gorilla’ that people, 
when engaged in a mental sprint, may become 
effectively blind. We have created a number of 
content to explain how ‘The Invisible Gorilla’ is linked 
to SOC. SOC operating on an Operational Level only 
is no longer sufficient. Business alignment requires 
dynamic security operations and SOC optimization to 
act as a trusted security advisor and generate 
preventative risk indicators in early stages of risk at 
faster speed and for more accurate decision-making.  
 

Why Now?  
The global situation of 2020 have pushed many 
organizations to accelerate their digital 
transformation by 3-4 years. This change and ever 
evolving cyber risks call for new actions. 
Organizations are urged to accelerate their SecOps 
transformation to meet the ever-changing Digital 
Transformation needs and Business demand in order 
to continue their growth and agility. 
 
 

How do we approach SOC Optimization? 
As your trusted and dedicated partner to 
continuously maximize ISO 27001 PDCA (Plan, Do, 
Check, Act), we look at SOC optimization primarily 
from what we call ‘Modules’. Those include People, 
Technology, Business Alignment and so on, as 
defined in Figure 1. Our services are focused on 
enabling you to take a full advantage of existing 
Security Operations resources  within your 
organization including the assessment of your 
current SOC maturity level. 

Important note: we are not a risk assessment 
organization that focuses on SOC environment. 
 

Differentiators 
The scope of our services focuses on the above 
Modules. The customer may choose any or all of our 
provided Modules. We emphasize the importance of 
business alignment. Our team invests time in  reading 
latest cybersecurity books, journals, articles, blogs, 
reports to create most effective, scientifically 

justified SOC optimization approach. We periodically 
run our own surveys and #SOCsuperposition 
interviews with Security Leaders to get insights of the 
best business practice out there. Combined with our 
expertise we aim to  deliver fresh, relevant, evidence-
based, business aligned SOC optimization roadmap. 
 
Quantum Cybersecurity Skills is your outsourced SOC 
optimization research team you can trust on 
providing all the necessary advice to achieve SOC 
optimization in alignment with your business needs. 
 
 

What’s Our Offer Proposition? 
As a startup, we are always looking for partnerships 
with the business and interesting as well as 
challenging SOC optimization projects. Osur annual 
subscription service starts from $9,500 per Module, 
however, we are open to offer discounted starter 
package of any three Modules and a bundled full-
service package. We believe in win-win situations. 
 
 

What’s Included In Our Offer? 
The initial consultation would emphasize gaining an 
understanding of each specific work environment 
through the use of interviews with key stakeholders, 
gap analysis, proposing an individualized SOC 
optimization roadmap, and aligning annual and 
quarterly business goals. This would include ca. 20 
hours of service per Module per annum including a 1-
hour quarterly review call to assess goals versus 
achievement and redefine the roadmap if necessary.   

 

Links to other related resources 
 

 

 

 

            (1)                            (2)                             (3) 
(1) Blog: ‘Step #1: Do you have The Invisible Gorilla in 
your SOC?’ 
(2) Blog: ‘Step #2: Associated $$$ of The Invisible 
Gorilla in your SOC’ 
(3) Webinar: Associated Business Risks of NON-
Optimized SOC. 
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